**Testimonials**

Chloe Conner writes:  
“I just wanted you guys to see the difference you have made in my riding - “before and after”. It’s the most important mod I could have made. I had been thinking of selling the bike before this due to the lack of control I felt. I’m not afraid of it anymore.”

Bill J. writes:  
“I finally got a chance to take my new seat out for a long ride. I got on the bike and went 140 miles. I love the way the seat sits low and in the bike. To tell you the truth though, this is what surprised me. It dawned on me, at about 100 miles or so, that I was not even thinking about the seat. I went on another 40 miles to home and when I got off the bike I realized that I had not been shifting my weight at all. I was just enjoying the ride with no butt burn. In fact it was just like getting out of the car. I simply did not feel anything! I even thought well, maybe my butt is just numb and I can’t feel anything, but no, I felt it and it wasn’t numb. I WOULD NOT SELL THIS SEAT FOR $1000.00!!! You sure do understand butts. Many, many thanks, Allen, I really appreciate it. You have put the fun back in biking. If I get another bike, you are getting the seat before I even ride it.”

Bill J. writes:  
“Finally, my seat fits! I put 120 miles on it the day I got it back and I couldn’t be happier. The mods were done to perfection and the comfort is incredible. You even got it done early. Mean City Cycles, you saved my butt!”

Gary Lewis writes:  
“Finally, my seat fits! I put 120 miles on it the day I got it back and I couldn’t be happier. The mods were done to perfection and the comfort is incredible. You even got it done early. Mean City Cycles, you saved my butt!”

**Passenger Pillion Modifications**

**Passenger Pillion Modification**  
$75.00  *Plus return shipping  
This is the modification I’ve been thinking on and working on for about the past year. First we remove about 1/2” of the stock foam and then add 2” of memory foam in its place. The memory foam compresses down but leaves a nice form fitting seat that shapes to the passenger’s butt and really helps with the butt burn. Pictured is a passenger pillion but the same modification can be made to the one piece two up seats also.  
**NOTE** - If shipped with rider’s seat, shipping is combined to save cost.

**Double Decker Passenger Pillion Modification**  
$95.00  *Plus return shipping  
This new modification is the same for the passenger pillion as the driver seat Double Decker. Really makes the seat very comfortable for the long hauls and feels like riding on a cushion but keeps the stock appearance.  
**NOTE** - If shipped with rider’s seat, shipping is combined to save cost.

**Wide Double Decker Passenger Pillion Modification**  
$115.00  *Plus return shipping  
This modification is similar to the Double Decker but we make the seat one and half to two inches wider by adding on to the sides of the seat.  
**NOTE** - If shipped with rider’s seat, shipping is combined to save cost.

We also offer Chrome nickel plated studs and black pearl studs, seat heaters and custom covers.
Why Have Your Seat Modified?

Well, it’s plain and simple. **THE STOCK SEATS SUCK!** Most people say they can ride about 30-40 minutes before they start getting butt burn. Re-shaping the seat foam will help improve this greatly. Our philosophy here at MCC is a great seat does not have to cost $500 plus. Our modifications are inexpensive but offer the best sitting seat that is modified to fit you. We all know riders come in different shapes and sizes but apparently the seat manufacturers don’t know this. MCC shapes the seat to fit you, whether you’re 5 feet tall or well over 6 feet tall, we can help make you comfortable on your motorcycle. We fit your seat to you and make it comfortable so you can ride all day. We proudly offer Comfort Cruizer gel pads and memory foam - to take your seat to a new level of comfort.

**Driver Seat Modifications**

**Rider’s Choice Modification**
$40.00 *Plus return shipping
With this modification we shape the seat based on the rider’s height and weight. The seat is shaped so your weight is dispersed better to get rid of the tail bone issues and help with hot spots. It will lower the rider anywhere from 1/2” to 3”, and move the rider back from 1/2” to 3” depending on the rider’s height and weight.

**Double Decker Memory Foam Modification**
$140.00 *Plus return shipping
This modification was developed with the larger rider in mind but the light weight guys are loving it also. In this modification we start by reshaping the seat for better comfort then add a 1” piece of 10 lb memory foam, and then we add our hospital grade 5.5 lb, 2” memory foam. This gives the seat a super plush feel. This modification keeps the sitting position in a near stock height but we can still move you back, forward or up. **RECOMMENDED** for riders 226 lbs or above. It will keep the rider at stock height but we can move the riding position forward or back. We can make this modification from ultra plush to extra firm depending on the rider’s request. We also do this modification a lot for guys weighing under 226 lbs looking for a very plush feel.

**Extreme Modification**
$40.00 *Plus return shipping
This modification will give you the feeling of sitting in the motorcycle and not on it. It lowers the rider up to 3 1/2” and moves the rider back in the saddle up to 3 1/2”. Plus the seat is shaped for comfort. We take it down to the extreme for that custom cruiser feel.

**Memory Foam Modification**
$100.00 *Plus return shipping
This is a great modification and probably the best comfort modification overall. We remove a lot of the stock foam and replace it with hospital grade 5.5 lb, 2” thick memory foam. This gives the seat a plush feel, and the seat shapes to you to disperse your weight evenly across the seat for a great riding experience that doesn’t kill your butt. **RECOMMENDED** for riders looking for a medium firm to firm seat and weighing 225 lbs or less. We can keep the riding position in a near stock height position or lower and can move the riding position back or forward if the seat pan design allows.

**NOTE** - The memory foam mod price includes reshaping the seat for best comfort.
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“I finally got a chance to take my new seat out for a long ride. I got on the bike and went 140 miles. I love the way the seat sits low and in the bike. To tell you the truth though, this is what surprised me. It dawned on me, at about 100 miles or so, that I was not even thinking about the seat. I went on another 40 miles to home and when I got off the bike I realized that I had not been shifting my weight at all. I was just enjoying the ride with no butt burn. In fact it was just like getting out of the car. I simply did not feel anything! I even thought well, maybe my butt is just numb and I can’t feel anything, but no, I felt it and it wasn’t numb. I WOULD NOT SELL THIS SEAT FOR $1000.00!!! You sure do understand butts. Many, many thanks, Allen, I really appreciate it. You have put the fun back in biking. If I get another bike, you are getting the seat before I even ride it.”
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Bill J. writes:
"I finally got a chance to take my new seat out for a long ride. I got on the bike and went 140 miles. I love the way the seat sits low and in the bike. To tell you the truth though, this is what surprised me. It dawned on me, at about 100 miles or so, that I was not even thinking about the seat. I went on another 40 miles to home and when I got off the bike I realized that I had not been shifting my weight at all. I was just enjoying the ride with no butt burn. In fact it was just like getting out of the car. I simply did not feel anything! I even thought well, maybe my butt is just numb and I can't feel anything, but no, I felt it and it wasn't numb. I WOULD NOT SELL THIS SEAT FOR $1000.00!!! You sure do understand butts. Many, many thanks, Allen, I really appreciate it. You have put the fun back in biking. If I get another bike, you are getting the seat before I even ride it."
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Gary Lewis writes:
"Finally, my seat fits! I put 120 miles on it the day I got it back and I couldn't be happier. The mods were done to perfection and the comfort is incredible. You even got it done early. Mean City Cycles, you saved my butt!"

Ride: HD Electra Glide
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Because one size fits all, seats don’t fit all.

Mean City Cycles
meancitycycles.com
866.550.SEAT